Which IELTS is best for you?

Computer-delivered IELTS or paper-based IELTS?

The choice is yours, let’s explore.

START HERE

Do you consider yourself tech-savvy?

- **YES**
  - Is your mobile phone always in your hand?
    - **YES**
      - Can you type a text message quicker than you can talk?
        - **YES**
          - Do you prefer to read the news online or in the newspaper?
            - **YES**
              - Do you like to plan everything in one day, or split it up to take a break?
                - **ONE DAY**
                  - Your speedy nature makes you suitable for the computer-delivered IELTS test.
          - **NO**
            - Computer-delivered IELTS
              - Your adaptable nature makes you suitable for either the paper or computer-delivered IELTS test.
        - **NO**
          - Do you like to switch off from technology occasionally?
            - **YES**
              - Do you feel comfortable reading on a screen?
                - **YES**
                  - Do you like to be the first to try new things?
                    - **YES**
                      - Newspaper
                        - Your mastery of the pen makes you suitable for the paper IELTS test.
                    - **NO**
                      - Online
                        - Your adaptable nature makes you suitable for either the paper or computer-delivered IELTS test.
      - **NO**
        - Do you prefer to have a plan or just go with the flow?
          - **HAVE A PLAN**
            - Paper-based IELTS
              - Your mastery of the pen makes you suitable for the paper IELTS test.
          - **GO WITH FLOW**
            - Computer-delivered IELTS
              - Your adaptable nature makes you suitable for either the paper or computer-delivered IELTS test.
    - **NO**
      - Do you like to have a plan or just go with the flow?
        - **HAVE A PLAN**
          - Paper-based IELTS
            - Your mastery of the pen makes you suitable for the paper IELTS test.
        - **GO WITH FLOW**
          - Computer-delivered IELTS
            - Your adaptable nature makes you suitable for either the paper or computer-delivered IELTS test.
  - **NO**
    - Do you prefer a plan or just go with the flow?
      - **HAVE A PLAN**
        - Paper-based IELTS
          - Your mastery of the pen makes you suitable for the paper IELTS test.
      - **GO WITH FLOW**
        - Computer-delivered IELTS
          - Your adaptable nature makes you suitable for either the paper or computer-delivered IELTS test.

- **NO**
  - Do you like to be the first to try new things?
    - **YES**
      - Do you feel comfortable reading on a screen?
        - **YES**
          - Do you like to switch off from technology occasionally?
            - **YES**
              - Computer-delivered IELTS
                - Your adaptable nature makes you suitable for either the paper or computer-delivered IELTS test.
            - **NO**
              - Paper-based IELTS
                - Your mastery of the pen makes you suitable for the paper IELTS test.
        - **NO**
          - Do you feel comfortable reading on a screen?
            - **YES**
              - Do you like to switch off from technology occasionally?
                - **YES**
                  - Computer-delivered IELTS
                    - Your adaptable nature makes you suitable for either the paper or computer-delivered IELTS test.
                - **NO**
                  - Paper-based IELTS
                    - Your mastery of the pen makes you suitable for the paper IELTS test.
            - **NO**
              - Do you feel comfortable reading on a screen?
                - **YES**
                  - Do you like to switch off from technology occasionally?
                    - **YES**
                      - Computer-delivered IELTS
                        - Your adaptable nature makes you suitable for either the paper or computer-delivered IELTS test.
                    - **NO**
                      - Paper-based IELTS
                        - Your mastery of the pen makes you suitable for the paper IELTS test.
                - **NO**
                  - Do you feel comfortable reading on a screen?
                    - **YES**
                      - Do you like to switch off from technology occasionally?
                        - **YES**
                          - Computer-delivered IELTS
                            - Your adaptable nature makes you suitable for either the paper or computer-delivered IELTS test.
                        - **NO**
                          - Paper-based IELTS
                            - Your mastery of the pen makes you suitable for the paper IELTS test.
                    - **NO**
                      - Do you feel comfortable reading on a screen?
                        - **YES**
                          - Do you like to switch off from technology occasionally?
                            - **YES**
                              - Computer-delivered IELTS
                                - Your adaptable nature makes you suitable for either the paper or computer-delivered IELTS test.